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From: Rodolfo Acosta
To: Heather Allen
Subject: [EXTERNAL MAIL]New apartments/ carwash
Date: Thursday, August 12, 2021 3:54:18 PM

Hello,
My name is Rodolfo Acosta I live on W. Truslow ave. 
I received a letter of possible new building of new apartments  where the carwash is. My concern is with the parking situation with in the 
neighborhood.
I have been kindly been help by council member Ahmad To whom has been very kind to help out with the situation. See in front of us there's a 
auto shop that parks thier cars with in the neighborhood and leave not parking for us residents. And there's also other neighbors from other streets 
that park on W. Truslow ave. Yes I do have a share parking, but it is shared by 2 other home owners and we are only limited to park there. I also 
have a parking space in the alley but the situation here is the I have trucks that park in the alley and sometimes they block my entrance, these 
trucks are from the Feliz store that they come on different days and times to unload produce and some times they block the alley and my parking 
space. Also are the resident that live on Valencia apartments and park there cars with in the alley. There is a sign in the alley (No parking) in the 
alley. I have called code enforcement, parking enforcement and have emailed council member Ahmad and understand there is only so much they 
can do. I just hope that the parking situation goes worse than what it is.

Thank you
Rodolfo Acosta



Summary of Voice Message from Patricia  

Long-time resident requesting parking structure to replace parking in alley and red zones.  She lives on 
Truslow and shares the alley with Valencia residents.   She indicates that currently people block her 
parking space in the alley. 
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